
New Adult 

"New adult" is a phrase used in publishing to describe stories in which older teens or twenty-somethings are finding their way in the world. 
The books have a strong crossover appeal between teens and adults in their twenties or thirties. The term originated in 2009 with St. Martin's 
Press, but the phenomenon had already existed thanks to authors like Francesca Lia Block, Stephen Chbosky, and of course Stephenie Meyer. 
The phrase is typically assigned to romances (often self-published) featuring damaged protagonists and steamy sex (thank you, E. L. James). 
Our list includes both kinds of new adult books: the coming-of-age narrative and the racy, angsty romance plot. 

 

Anne Brashares. The Last Summer (of You and Me). 2007. 

 

Sisters Riley and Alice are in their early twenties but each summer as their family returns to their modest cottage on 

Fire Island the two happily regress to childhood behaviors like crabbing, sailing, and hanging out with neighbor and best 

friend Paul. Athletic Riley is a lifeguard and Alice a waitress as in earlier summers, but this year is different. Alice is 

contemplating law school, Riley uncharacteristically gets sick, and Paul is "stuck" on his application to grad school. Most 

importantly, Paul and Alice acknowledge their changing relationship but keep it secret from Riley. Secrets are the 

undoing of these three young people. 

 

I really enjoy Brashares' writing and felt very involved with the characters although their stubbornness, vacillation and 

youthful loyalties could be frustrating. This is not really a teen book although it does have some of the same appeal 

factors. It is more about the real changes that happen as young adults move out into the world. 

  

 

Rachel Cantor. A Highly Unlikely Scenario, or a Neetsa Pizza Employee’s Guide to Saving the World. 2014. 

 

A Highly Unlikely Scenario by Rachel Cantor combines a near future of fast food joints ruling the world and Jewish 

mysticism in a fast-paced, science fiction caper. Leonard, a 24 year old employee of Neetsa Pizza, has never traveled 

further than the bus stop, content to answer complaints from unsatisfied customers every night in a stark white room. 

In just two days however, he finds out that his sister is an anarchist, he meets the woman of his dreams guarding a 

rare manuscript in a library, and his nephew is transported back in time. He sees this new world with new eyes, but can 

he save it from destruction? 

 

This book is for someone looking for an adventure in less than 300 pages. Incorporating creative thinking of Earth’s 

future with historical characters and settings, this book is unconventional; recommended for open-minded readers of 

historical or science fiction. 

  

 

Cora Carmack. Faking It. 2013. 

 

Max is making a life for herself as a singer/songwriter. Covered with piercings and tattoos, she comes across as feisty 

and independent. However, she’s emotionally damaged by the horror of her sister's death in a car accident, and the 

unreasonable expectations of her parents for her to become the perfect, preppy daughter they always wanted. 

 

When Max asks handsome Cade to pose as her well-behaved, conventional boyfriend for a holiday visit from the 

parents, Max finds that she’s attracted to him. She resists giving in to her feelings, though, because she’s sure that her 

insecurities will lead to an inevitable breakup. Cade, normally passive and easy-going, must learn to fight for Max’s love 

and convince her that she is worth risking his heart for. He also insists that Max allow her parents to see their daughter 

as she really is, tattoos and all. 

 

What makes this romance "new adult" is not only the twenty-something age of the protagonists, but also their efforts to 

become the assertive, confident adults they need to be in order to create a fulfilling relationship. This story is witty and 

endearing in which a "bad girl" falls for a "good guy." Readers might also enjoy Carmack’s previous novel Losing It. 

  

 

Rainbow Rowell. Fangirl. 2013. 

 

Cath is perturbed when her twin sister Wren refuses to room with her in their first year away at college. Wren is ready 

to meet new people and dive into college life, but Cath feels like she’s only a "probationary adult." The one thing that 

consoles her is writing fan-fiction based on the Simon Snow fantasy series (an eight-volume endeavor meant to remind 

us of Harry Potter). She has a huge online following for her stories, but when she turns one in as part of a writing-class 

assignment, she has a rude awakening. Meanwhile, she tries to sort out her feelings for two boys and learns to 

appreciate her gruff roommate. 

 

An example of the "first-year experience" variety of new adult, Fangirl shows a young, timid woman coming to terms 

with shyness, separation issues, and the rigorous expectations of college work. Excerpts from both her fan-fiction and 



the series it's based on are included throughout the book. This novel is sweet and thoughtful for readers who enjoy 

stories about coming of age, first relationships, family issues, or the creative life. 

  

 

Alicia Thompson. Psych Major Syndrome. 2009. 

 

First-year college student Leigh navigates social and academic changes in this light-hearted coming-of-age novel. Leigh 

is passionate about her psychology major, but encounters unexpected pressure to choose a senior thesis topic and think 

about graduate school. Meanwhile, her high school boyfriend Andrew seems too immersed in his philosophy studies to 

dedicate much thought to their relationship. Their problems intensify when Andrew suddenly confronts Leigh with the 

idea that they are ready to have sex. During the subsequent period of revaluation, Leigh forms a surprising new 

attachment to Andrew's roommate Nathan.  

 

This book is appealing for its realistic narration and portrayal of the excitement and challenges of starting college. Older 

teens anticipating college or younger twenty-somethings may enjoy Psych Major Syndrome for its treatment of issues 

like moving away from home, deciding whether to have sex, and balancing new and old relationships.  

 


